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How do you define and measure success? 

The first and most important step towards accessing your feelings of success is to define what success 
represents to you. When you define something, it is easy to relate to it. When you have a clear picture 
in your mind of what are you looking for, an awareness is born.

In my work as a coach I have met many people wanting success: people who are working, “moving and 
shaking”, “grooving” and hoping to “get there one day”. Many of them are confused, even mystified, 
about why some people are able to set and achieve one goal after another, thus creating constant 
success, while for others it is an uphill struggle. 

I have always been absolutely sure that when people knew what they were looking for, my coaching 
would help them to get it faster. Coaching worked, but I always had the sensation that my clients were 
trying too hard; they somehow suffered during the process and they spent far too much energy in 
attaining and maintaining success. 

Then I realized that what I needed to do was ask a simple question: 

“WHAT IS SUCCESS FOR YOU?”

Wow! To my surprise, most of the people I was working with began with answers like:

“Hmmm, that is a very good question. Hmmm, what is success for me? ‒ I don’t know…” 

Bingo! I realized the importance of this very first step. People generally didn’t have a clear picture of 
the success they desired.

My second question was:

“OK THEN, HOW WOULD YOU KNOW
IF YOU ARE SUCCESSFUL?

HOW DO YOU KNOW THAT YOU
ARE NOT SUCCESSFUL RIGHT NOW?”

The responses I received were more “Hmm’s” and more of the same confused answers; people did not 
have strong answers for these questions either.

We all know that once we have that clarity of realization and we feel that “YES! Now I know! Now I’ve got it,” 
the lightbulb goes on over our head and we gain an expansive feeling of extra energy and excitement.

That excitement transforms into a deliberate driving force that gives us the fuel to take action 
towards the outcome we want to manifest in our life. Feeling gives fuel to the body and that particular 
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sensation of clarity creates an uplifting feeling of lightness. We find ourselves experiencing focus; we 
believe that everything is possible.

Successful people are not confused about what they want, or what's 

important to them. They don't hesitate or get stuck because they know 

where they are going. Their lives are focused. 

So, for you to be successful, you will need to know, very specifically, what success would look like for you.

So, what is your definition of success? If you were to define yourself as a successful person, what would 
you say? If I were to ask you to be very specific and outline a clear definition, what would that be?

In western society, many people define success by material possessions. A typical definition might be:

“I would be successful if I had a comfortable home, a good car, lots of 
money in the bank, a good job, a fulfilling marriage…”

Another common definition is: 

“I would be successful if I had a prominent position in my company, 
if I was able to express my self creatively, if people respected me, if I 
could make a difference.”

More liberal people might say: 

“I would be successful if I was able to control my time and space, if I 
could be in charge of my money, if I could do what I really want to 
do, if I had a loving relationship, if I could find my soul mate, if I had 
children, if I had a good relationship with my mother in law…”

All of these definitions and statements are good starting places, but the overall feeling of not being 
specific enough is present in each one. If you are not specific enough in your definition of success, then 
confusion is present. 

Your life will bring you experiences based on your expectations. If you are not specific about those 
expectations, you will usually end up experiencing all sorts of life situations that you did not want to 
experience. You may find yourself having the feeling, “Why me? Why is this happening again?” or 
“Why do I need to experience this?”

The key shift here is for you to realize that the way you shape your success if by defining it – by 
becoming conscious about it. 

Are you getting this? To start shaping your life towards success you need to become very specific and 

define your success clearly.

The easiest way to do it is by developing what I call your Success Statement. 

Your Success Statement is your unique definition of the outcomes in life that you want to experience 
and that you know would bring you a sensation of success. Your success statement needs to be 
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inclusive, deliberate, simple, outrageous, and unique. Most of all, it must represent the authentic you. 
You need to be very honest and intimate with yourself in order to bypass your own limited perceptions 
of what is possible - in order to get to the “bottom line” of what the ideal life (success) is for you. This 
statement will become a strong affirmation, mantra and guideline for your life. 

The most important thing is to keep on asking yourself,

“WHAT WOULD I LIKE TO EXPERIENCE IN MY LIFE?
WHAT IS THAT FEELING THAT I AM LOOKING FOR?

WHAT EVIDENCE WOULD PROVE TO ME THAT I AM SUCCESSFUL?

Let’s look at some Success Statements:
 

“I want to feel free and that is success for me.”

“I want to express myself.”
(That is success too.)

“I want to experience love.”
(We all know about this one: definitely success!)

“I want to become president of my country.
Then I will know that I am successful.”

We all have our very unique perception of the word, “success,” and therefore, a very unique definition 
of it. I am inviting you to discover your definition of success. 

The point that I would like you to remember and to keep in mind while developing this definition is 
that you need to be very specific.

Your Success Statement, therefore, may be like one of following:

“I am an internationally know designer with his own designer line 
and brand name. I have my stores in 5 countries and my clothing 

features style, elegance and freedom. When people wear my outfits, 
they feel elegant, cool and beautiful. People acknowledge my work by 

purchasing my fashions. I am successful.”

 “I am a creative film maker whose movies serve to awaken and 
inspire people. I know that I am successful because people go to 

movie theatres and feel transformed, inspired and uplifted.”

 “I am a happy housewife. My children are happy, healthy and joyful. 
My husband loves me. I have time to creatively express myself 

through my hobbies. I am successful.”
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“I am the owner and CEO of my own publishing company. I have a 
team of highly motivated, creative and effective people. I generate 

profits for the company and myself and I am recognized as an expert 
in my field. I am successful.”

“I am working for an international company that facilitates my 
constant growth and development. I am able to express myself  
through my work. I travel often, meet people of interesting  
cultures and learn of different ways that people work. I earn $500,000 

per year and I am able to afford a good lifestyle. I am successful.”

“I am not working. I have time to do exactly what I want to do each 
and every day of my life. I am successful.”

 “I am balanced. Everything that I do generates love. I only do what I 
want to do. I am free of “should’s”. I am successful.”

“I write very day. I have a strong special network of exciting and 
inspiring people around me. I have a babysitter that I love and  
trust. My children are very well taken care of. My marriage is my  

stronghold. I have a deep sexual life and a husband that sees me for 
who I am. I am a creative writer. I am successful.”

“I work only 3 days a week and I have four days to play!
I am successful.“

“I am on a cover page of every fashion magazine. I have an 
international modeling career. I am invited to model in every big 

international fashion show. My body is healthy and beautiful.
I am successful.”

It is extremely important to give yourself permission to expand your success statement beyond your 
wildest imagination… to dream… to take your Mind beyond limits into the land of possibilities. You 
must allow your Mind to take you to a place where you can clearly see for yourself the possibilities that 
success holds for you. 

Every desire has a reason and no dream of success would be given to you if you were unable to manifest it. In 
other words, you would not be having those thoughts if you were not able to realize them. You have 
them for a specific reason. They hold a vision for you: the vision of what you are capable of achieving 
and living. 

When you play with your Success Statement, think big! Be radical! Define and decide what it is that 
would truly make you happy… what it is that that you would truly love to live… what it is that you 
would love calling your successful life.

Close this artice now and take time to work on your Success Statement.
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